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The ED PALERMO BIG BAND Delivers an Entrancing Tribute to
Legendary Texas Blues/Jazz Multi-Instrumentalist EDGAR WINTER
with
I’VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU: THE MUSIC OF EDGAR WINTER
An Instrumental and Vocal Tour de Force, the Sky Cat Records Release Features Palermo’s Swaggering
17-Piece Jazz Orchestra Joyfully Conjuring a Soul-filled, Blues-Drenched Sound
Guest Artists Include Guitarists Robben Ford and Jimmy Leahey, Violinist Katie Jacoby, and Vocalists
Kimberly Davis, Keith Anthony Fluitt, Vaneese Thomas, Chrissi Poland, Deb Lyons, Carlos Murguía,
and Rob Paparozzi

"I want to thank Ed once again for this astounding and unexpected tribute. It's almost like a book. My story — a biographical
acknowledgment, but in music rather than words. Thank you, Ed, for this unique and unusual gift. I am so touched!"
– Edgar Winter
For acclaimed jazz big band leader, arranger, composer and saxophonist Ed Palermo, Edgar Winter wasn’t just a gateway drug to
jazz. To a youth raised on New Jersey's shore, the music of the Texan multi-instrumental star was a mind-expanding key that unlocked
the overlapping realms of blues, jazz and rock. There’s a straight line between Palermo’s teenage immersion in Winter’s music and the
emergence decades later of his big band, which has earned international renown for its authentically warped arrangements of Frank
Zappa’s music. Palermo has long included Winter material in the band’s wide-ranging book, but his new album on the Sky Cat
Records, I’ve Got News For You: The Music of Edgar Winter, is his first dedicated to his early inspiration. Slated for release on Oct.
15, 2021, the album is almost indecently fun, as if someone crossed the New Testament Count Basie Orchestra’s book with a Zappadesigned R&B revue.
With his adventurous spirit and talent-packed big band, Palermo is ideally placed to celebrate a singular artist who, Winter himself
acknowledges, “is primarily thought of as a rocker,” known for virtuosic scorchers like “Frankenstein,” an instrumental tune that was
“almost a precursor of heavy metal and fusion,” Winter said. “But I also love jazz and classical and if there's one common thread that
runs through all my music, it is blues."

Palermo was a budding high school saxophonist with little interest in jazz when he experienced an epiphany listening to the first
albums by Beaumont, Texas blues guitarist Johnny Winter, who featured his younger brother Edgar on keyboards, vocals, and most
importantly alto sax. “The saxophone playing really blew my mind,” Palermo says. “He’s playing the most killing bebop, fast and
smooth. I knew then I wanted to play like that. To this day my main influences are Cannonball, Phil Woods and Edgar Winter, and
David Sanborn too.”
The album opens with a blast of boogie, “I Hate Everybody,” a song from Johnny Winter’s 1969 album Second Winter. The track
features some stellar work by well-traveled rock guitarist Jimmy Leahey and soul-stirring vocals from Carlos Murguía, a singer best
known for his work with an array of Latin music superstars. On “Tobacco Road,” a standout track on Edgar’s 1970 debut
album Entrance, Palermo showcases guitar legend Robben Ford and the great Kimberly Davis, whose powerhouse performances
throughout the project reveal several different sides of the longtime vocalist for Niles Rodgers’ pioneering disco/rock band Chic.
“The hardest part about this album was figuring out who was going to sing,” Palermo said. “On Entrance, Edgar’s singing is
astounding. Me and Steve Jankowski realized we need singers who can make the songs their own. Kim Davis is one of my favorites,
and she nailed it.”
A forthright rocker delivered with swagger and confidence by vocalist Chrissi Poland, a longtime member of Sam & Dave soul
legend Sam Moore’s band, “A Different Game” is another gem from Entrance. She’s matched in intensity by a violin solo by Katie
Jacoby, who’s been touring lately with The Who. While the song never made it into Winter’s working repertoire, this rendition
should put it back into circulation. And for vocal magic, it’s hard to beat Keith Anthony Fluitt on the ballad “Dying To Live,” a
devastating indictment of humanity delivered with the sweet soul crooning of a master whose credits include Ashford & Simpson,
Quincy Jones, and Michael Jackson.
As an arranger, Palermo has found inspiration reconfiguring the rock canon for his big band, and he’s got plenty to work with in
Winter’s discography. His version of “Peace Pipe,” another tune from Entrance, transforms a solo where Winter scats a unison line
along with his organ and arranges it for five saxophones. That’s Barbara Cifelli romping on the baritone sax and Ted Kooshian
raising hell on the organ. Palermo takes a turn in the spotlight on “All Out,” a jaunty but harmonically treacherous piece “that Winter
told me he envisioned as a theme for Johnny Carson introducing some guest,” Palermo said.
The album’s tour de force is Palermo’s arrangement of “Winter’s Dream,” the suite that takes up the first side of Entrance. The
seven movements go from strength to strength, starting and concluding with the enviably versatile Deb Lyons on the album’s title
track and its reprise. Other highlights include an imploring Fluitt taking “Where Have You Gone” deep into the pews, and a
headlong sprint through “Fire and Ice” evidences much more of the former than the latter. “It’s the song that caught my ear as a kid,”
Palermo said. “He plays so fast. It’s a great jazz/rock tune, and more than any other song it changed my life.”
The album closes with a pair of songs, “You Are My Sunshine” and “I’ve Got News For You,” that embody the dualities that
bedevil American society: black and white, urban and rural, country and soul. Both pieces were show-stoppers for Winter, and in the
hands of an albino white bluesman, polar phenomena are integrated into one irresistible celebration. Palermo based his arrangement of
“Sunshine” on a version he heard Winter play in the early 1970s at a concert he recorded on a little reel to reel rig.
“Edgar gets on the piano and says here’s a song done a lot of ways, and he starts playing these very sophisticated chords, very Mose
Allison,” Palermo said. “The band kicks in after the verse with these unbelievable emotional chord changes and he’s singing the hell
out of it.”
Vaneese Thomas, the daughter of Rufus Thomas and Aretha Franklin’s favorite backup vocalist, is more than equal to the task,
offering a performance for the ages. And she’s equally effective on the closer, “I've Got News For You,” a tune indelibly associated
with Ray Charles. If Brother Ray got married to Betty Carter after they waxed “Baby, It’s Cold Outside,” the couple may have
ended up like Thomas and Rob Paparozzi, who bicker and accuse each other of stepping out on a hilarious duet. It’s a fittingly
unexpected conclusion for a tribute to an artist who confounds categorization.
Winter has been part of Palermo’s music since the beginning, literally. On his first big band album, 1982’s Papier Mache, he
connected with Winter through drummer Terry Silverlight “and got Edgar to take a couple of solos” on the title track, Palermo said.
“As the years went by periodically I’d arrange other songs of his and I’d send them to him and he was always complimentary. ‘All
Out,’ that’s an obscure song from Jasmine Nightdream, and he was touched that I would take a song that wasn’t a hit. These are deep
cuts. I’ve known him for close to 40 years.”
Clearly, Palermo is no Johnny-come-lately to the genius of Edgar Winter. But 2021’s I’ve Got News For You: The Music of Edgar
Winter should serve as a wake-up call to music fans who’ve been sleeping on Winter’s treasure-laden discography. It should also
alert fans of big band music to Ed Palermo’s expansive, exceptional and often surprising discography. With this outstanding big band
blues tribute – the result of decades of admiration for Winter’s music, and decades of experience leading and arranging music for his
stellar musicians – Ed Palermo sets himself apart as one of the most vital bandleaders and versatile arrangers in 21st century big band
jazz.
One of the news worthy messages behind I’ve Got News for You is that contemporary big band jazz is one of American music's most
vibrant, inclusive, significant and delightfully entertaining forms, able to evolve and embrace all popular genres to create hybrid
American music that is simultaneously rooted in the tradition and startling, refreshingly new. Another notice implicit in I’ve Got News
for You: The Music of Edgar Winter: we should watch where the romantic visionary arranger Ed Palermo leads big band music next.

~~~
"I kind of enjoy defying categorization. I love music in and of itself. I love the beauty of harmony and rhythm."– Edgar Winter
"I really do believe that there were two golden eras in music: The Forties and Fifties of big band, jazz and swing,
and the Sixties and Seventies of rock. To me, they're really unparalleled." – Edgar Winter
BIOGRAPHY: ED PALERMO
Born in Ocean City, New Jersey on June 14, 1954, Ed Palermo grew up in the cultural orbit of Philadelphia, which was about an
hour's drive away. He plunged into the local jazz scene while attending DePaul University, and before graduation he was leading his
own band and making a good living as a studio player recording commercial jingles. But like so many jazz musicians, he answered
New York’s siren call, moving to Manhattan in 1977. After a year of playing jam sessions and scuffling, Palermo landed a coveted
gig with Tito Puente, a four-year stint that immersed him in Afro-Cuban music.
An encounter with trumpeter Woody Shaw’s septet at the Village Vanguard in the late 1970s stoked his interest in writing and
arranging for multiple horns, and by the end of the decade he had launched a nine-piece rehearsal band with five horns. Between Don
Sebesky’s well-regarded book The Contemporary Arranger and advice from Dave Lalama and Tim Ouimette,“I got a lot of my
questions answered and I’ll love them forever,” Palermo said. “Then the real education was trial and error. I lived in a little apartment
with no TV or furniture. All I had was a card table, and once a week I’d rehearse my nonet, then listen to the cassette of the rehearsal
and make all the changes.”
Palermo made his recording debut in 1982, an impressive session featuring heavyweights such as David Sanborn, Randy Brecker,
and his new acquaintance Edgar Winter. As a consummate studio cat and sideman, he toured and recorded with an array of stars,
including Aretha Franklin, Eddie Palmieri, Celia Cruz, Lena Horne, Tony Bennett, Mel Tormé, Lou Rawls, Melba Moore, The
Spinners, and many others. As an arranger, he’s written charts for the Tonight Show Band, Maurice Hines, and Melissa Walker.
Employed frequently by bass star Christian McBride on a disparate array of projects, Palermo has written arrangements for a James
Brown concert at the Hollywood Bowl, a Frank Sinatra tribute featuring Kurt Elling, Seth McFarland, John Pizzarelli, and a 20minute medley of Wayne Shorter tunes for the New Jersey Ballet.
The Ed Palermo Big Band earned international attention with its 1997 debut The Ed Palermo Big Band Plays Frank Zappa on Astor
Place Records. With Palermo’s brilliant arrangements and soloists such as Bob Mintzer, Chris Potter, Dave Samuels, Mike Stern,
and Mike Keneally, the album made an undisputable case for the Zappa jazz concept. While Palermo has written more than 300
Zappa charts, he’s anything but a one-trick pony, as his recent discography shows. Palermo has released six recordings on Cuneiform
Records since 2006, including two (Take Your Clothes Off When You Dance and Eddy Loves Frank) that focus on Zappa
arrangements, and a 2014 double-disc, Oh No! Not Jazz!!, that includes a disc of Zappa arrangements and a disc of original Palermo
jazz compositions.
His subsequent Cuneiform releases included arrangements of material by progressive rock artists (One Child Left Behind), Britrock/pop legends (The Great Un-American Songbook Volumes 1 & 2), and one of Palermo’s most beloved pop stars, Todd
Rundgren (The Adventures of Zodd Zundgren). In 2019, Palermo released a widely praised album of jazz arrangements, A Lousy
Day in Harlem, and he followed up in 2020 with an album of Beatles arrangements, The Great Un-American Songbook Vol. III:
Run for Your Life, both on Sky Cat Records (run by Bruce McDaniel, the Ed Palermo Big Band's guitarist and guitarist for Todd
Rundgren’s 2020 Virtual Tour). All of Palermo's Big Band recordings have received international acclaim from jazz and rock
audiences alike. His new release, I’ve Got News for You: The Music of Edgar Winter, is Palermo’s second album to delight blues
audiences, the first being his 2014 self-release Electric Butter: A Big Band Tribute to Paul Butterfield and Michael
Bloomfield, by Ed Palermo Big Band with Rob Paparozzi.
Nothing demonstrates the Ed Palermo Big Band’s ongoing vitality better than the stellar cast of players, with longtime collaborators
such as violinist Katie Jacoby, baritone saxophonist Barbara Cifelli, drummer Ray Marchica, and keyboardist Ted Kooshian.
Many of these top-shelf musicians have been in the band for more than a decade, and they bring wide ranging experience, expert
musicianship and emotional intensity to Palermo’s music. And while all of the ensemble’s studio recordings are top-shelf both
musically and sonically, nothing beats the experience of seeing the Ed Palermo Big Band perform live. The Ed Palermo Big Band
performs regularly to sold-out crowds at the Iridium in New York City and The Falcon in Marlboro, NY. Nationally, it performs at
numerous jazz festivals, including the Detroit Jazz Festival, the JVC Jazz Festival in NYC, the Syracuse Jazz Festival, and the
Clifford Brown Jazz Festival in Wilmington DE. It has also performed internationally, in Germany at the 2019 and 2002
Zappanale Festivals in Bad Doberan, and in 2004 at the Biennale Bonn; and in Scandinavia, where it performed in Umeå Sweden
in 2003 and where it is scheduled to play May 27, 2022 at the Zappa Union in Oslo, Norway.
Interpreting the music of Edgar Winter in its latest disc, the band has never sounded more soulful. In 2019, The Ed Palermo Big Band
performed with Robben Ford at the Reading PA Blues Festival. With the release of I’ve Got News for You, it is likely that the Ed
Palermo Big Band will expand its global concert calendar of jazz and Zappa festivals by enthralling audiences at blues festivals
worldwide.
For more information on The Ed Palermo Big Band
www.palermobigband.com/music – www.facebook.com/palermobigband – www.twitter.com/palermobigband

"Palermo, I think, is a one-of-a-kind arranger, sort of like Raymond Scott loaded to the eyeballs on hallucinogens, playing with
Rahsaan Roland Kirk and Carla Bley."
- Rick Moody, Ed Palermo interview: "Swinging Modern Sounds #101: A Really Big Band," The Rumpus, January 30, 2020
“Twenty-first century big-band music doesn’t get more exciting and impressive than this.”
- Jeff Tamarkin, Jazz Times
"[Ed Palermo]...one of the greatest musicians and arrangers in the world."
– Christian McBride
"He [Ed Palermo] has a breathtaking approach to re-contextualizing everything in a fantasia that swoops from Frank's (Zappa)
work to Todd Rundgren to Wayne Shorter to whatever - just traveling through the history of music. I was absolutely
flabbergasted."
– Mike Keneally
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MORE QUOTES FROM EDGAR WINTER ABOUT JAZZ, THE BLUES, AND HIS MUSIC
"As far as I'm concerned, blues and jazz are the great American contributions to music."
– Edgar Winter
"I'm primarily thought of as a rocker...'Frankenstein' ...was almost a precursor of heavy metal and fusion. But I also love jazz and
classical and if there's one common thread that runs through all my music, it is blues."
– Edgar Winter
"So yeah, I am definitely a blues man at heart." – Edgar Winter
"I liked the more sophisticated urban style of blues like Ray Charles and B. B. King, Bobby Blue Bland, Lou Rawls; people like that
with more of a tendency toward jazz." – Edgar Winter
"I used to go to these old tent revivals and listen to the gospel singers. If you think rock and roll is energetic, it pales in comparison to
a Pentecostal tent revival." – Edgar Winter
"Music is very spiritual, it has the power to bring people together." – Edgar Winter
“I love music more just in and of itself. I love harmony and rhythm." – Edgar Winter

A LETTER FROM EDGAR WINTER TO ED PALERMO REGARDING THE ALBUM
I’VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU: THE MUSIC OF EDGAR WINTER
~~~
Hello all,
It's Edgar here. Well, here's one for the books. I'm making a tribute album for my brother, Johnny. Meanwhile, Ed is making a tribute
album for me—while I'm still alive and walking around. What's up with that? But seriously, it's such a surprise. I'm humbled and
honored beyond words. Thank you, Ed, for this amazing gift — one tribute maker to another.
Of course, I can't help but love this album since it's my music. It is so remarkable to hear all these various songs re-envisioned and
interpreted in a big band context. As many of you may know, I've been a passionate jazz lover since my early teens. Ed obviously
shares that love and passion.
I have long held the view that Blues and Jazz are the two greatest uniquely American contributions to music. I find it sadly ironic that
Jazz and Blues musicians are so much more highly regarded and acclaimed in Europe and virtually everywhere else around the world
except right here in America, where it – the music that we should be so proud to embrace and support – originated.
Ed Palermo plays Jazz — regardless of the current trends, popular taste, or public opinion. He also keeps a big band together, which is
no small feat — believe me. It is gratifying and inspiring to see someone dedicate himself to this time-honored tradition, following in
the footsteps of the great Jazzmen who have gone before. So, hats off to you, Ed (that is, if I wore a hat, that was Johnny's thing).
Anyway, I salute you, Ed! You're standing for what you believe in and playing the music you love. Who could ask for more?
All this having been said, let's talk about the album itself. I love the song selection. Part of what I've tried to do throughout my career
was to broaden musical horizons and make people aware of all the music that's out there. Consequently, I think this album naturally
echoes that theme. It is very diverse, containing many of my more obscure pieces — most notably, songs from the Entrance album,
including the whole "Winter's Dream" suite in its entirety. Being my first album (and highly experimental in nature), I consider this
some of my purest work in that it was free of any commercial intentions or considerations whatsoever.
I am surprised and amazed that Ed included the whole piece in its entirety! It is a courageous act on his part.
For me personally, there is no higher or more touching tribute that could be offered than the inclusion of the Entrance music. More on
that later. Let's start at the beginning.
The album kicks off with a song called "I Hate Everybody." It's by my brother Johnny. I almost included it in my own tribute album to
Johnny but decided not to because I thought it was too Jazzy. I think it's highly ironic and so cool that it's the first song on Ed's tribute
to me.
This song accidentally arose out of my trying to show and demonstrate to the guys in Johnny's blues band some different possible
alterations in the standard 12 bar blues form. Johnny picked right up on it, saying, "That's really cool. Let's make that a song!" So we
did. Johnny wrote the intro tag line, lyrics, and melody. So even though all the music, changes, and arrangement were entirely mine, I
didn't ask for any credit.
It really swings and is a great way to start out. A groovin' guitar solo (Jimmy Leahey) and a cool opening sax statement by Ed! I can
hear Ed thinking, ‘let's give them something familiar before we venture out into Edgar Winterland.’ You can never go wrong with the
Blues.
We stay with the blues in "Tobacco Road." This is the first song I ever sang in a big live concert situation. I was appearing as a special
guest with Johnny and his blues band playing B3 organ and sax. One night (out of the blue), just before we went on, Johnny said,
"Hey Edgar, why don't you sing one tonight?" I had to pick a standard blues song, something we could get through without any
rehearsal. I said, "How 'bout Tobacco Road?" From that magical night on, I've never done a show without singing "Tobacco Road"
Now Ed continues the magic with his rendition. The version I listened to was on a Lou Rawls album with the Onzy Matthews big
band. Ed's is very reminiscent of that one. Soulful vocal (Kimberly Davis) and slammin' guitar solo (Robben Ford). I find it interesting
that Ed enlisted so many female vocalists to sing my songs. I did love to push my voice and get way up there. And as for guitar, I love
Robben Ford's playing. He does a track on my album for Johnny (Winter). More synchronicity!
I've become so identified with this song over the years; you couldn't very well do an Edgar tribute without it. Thanks for doing such a
cool version, Ed. I've always wanted to sing that song with an authentic big band. Who knows, maybe we can make that happen one
day.
Now, we start getting into Entrance. This next one is an instrumental called "Peace Pipe,” and for me, it contains one of the album's
musical highlights. On the original recording. I played an organ solo that I scatted along with vocally. It was just a spur-of-themoment improvised solo that I never considered particularly well constructed. But Ed had it transcribed and fully arranged for all the
horns. I was blown away by how effective it was. It sounded like a reasonably well thought out, clearly envisioned composition. It's
something I would never have thought of. Ed, how did you come up with that idea? However you came about it, it's a good one!
Next, we move forward to the album Jasmine Nightdreams and a track called "All Out," which opens in a suite of three songs. We
had just released two more commercial albums with the Edgar Winter Group, and I felt the need for more creative expression. It was
time for a solo album to venture back into Winterland and do something more to my own personal taste.

Of all the songs on this record, this is the one that most obviously lends itself to the big band sound since it was actually written with
that in mind. I've long had a deep love of Quincy Jones style arranging and big bands like Count Basie and Maynard Ferguson. I wrote
"All Out," employing that kind of voicing, and played all the parts myself, as though I were the sax section in a big band. It's really a
kick hearing it fully arranged for the whole big band sound!
The changes are somewhat unorthodox and challenging to solo over, but Ed negotiates them beautifully and naturally. Well done, Ed!
Glad you picked this one.
Now Ed returns to Entrance for the song "A Different Game." I've always liked the intro and the bass line to this one, and the changes
in the solo section are fun to play over. I used an echo repeat while in this version, Katie Jacoby plays a really cool solo with wahwah.
Next comes "Dying To Live," one of the first and perhaps best songs I've ever written, certainly one of my favorites. I wrote it right
around the time of Woodstock, and I think because of that, it's generally perceived as an anti-war song. That may well have entered
into it to some degree, but it was more truly a deeply personal expression of feelings I was going through at that particular time.
Simply put, it's a song about survival: whether you're fighting to defend your country or just struggling to make it through one more
day in your ordinary life. Ed, your version is beautiful — a heartfelt vocal (Keith Anthony Fluitt), tasteful arrangement, and accurate
to the original. Monique's and my deepest thanks for including it on the album.
Now (once again), we come back to Entrance for "Jump Right Out." This is my salute to one of my all-time great Jazz and Blues
heroes, the amazing Mose Allison. I love the juxtaposition of Jazz and Blues in his piano style—and his clever, ironic, tongue-incheek lyrics, sometimes with a thought-provoking philosophical bent. This one is perfect for that big band swing treatment, with
another great solo opportunity for Ed to do his thing. He starts laid back in the groove and builds the intensity right up to the end. I
really dig it!
Finally, we reach "Winter's Dream," and the journey ventures into less explored territory! I couldn't fathom (at the time, I made
Entrance) and still don't understand to this very day why music has to be broken down and separated into different categories. To me,
it's all music, and I love to listen to and play it all.
I think with this album, Ed is demonstrating the same thing, that he would like to break down some of the arbitrary barriers and
senseless musical prejudices that used to exist for no other reason than for record companies to pigeonhole artists and identify them
with a specific target audience as a marketing strategy to sell records.
I implore you, don't buy into this system. If you go for country, don't be afraid of jazz. If you prefer classical, don't be scared of rock.
If you like mainstream pop, don't be afraid of the blues. Open your minds, hearts, and ears to it all.
Ed does an amazing job translating this piece (“Winter's Dream”) into a big-band opus, faithful and true to every detail. The vocals
(Deb Lyons, Keith Anthony Fluitt, and Chrissi Poland) are compelling, and Ed's solo work is extraordinary. I especially love how he
negotiates the free-form chords before and after the bebop section in "Fire And Ice."
Another really cool moment is the last introductory transition leading back into the final "Re-Entrance" theme. In my original version,
this was played on guitar created by Randall Dollahon. Ed took the exact guitar voicing and rearranged it for the entire horn section.
When I heard it, I said —wow! This really works very effectively. Way to go, Ed! Thank you for creating this new rendition. This is
one I never expected to be covered by anybody. It is a touching tribute, indeed!
Now we come to my version of "You Are My Sunshine." This one is totally unexpected in that it's never been released or even
recorded to my knowledge, and I have no idea how Ed came to hear it.
We did this arrangement live with my first band, White Trash. I got the idea from a Mose Allison version I loved. His chord changes
were so haunting, I took them and rearranged them for horns. That comprised the first section. Then we segued into the Ray Charles
version with a Count Basie style arrangement.
I'm wondering if Ed has ever heard the whole thing, as I doubt he would have been able to resist doing the same thing. It's a soulful
vocal (Vaneese Thomas) and an excellent arrangement. I was so surprised and blown away to hear this. Thanks for bringing this one
back to life, Ed!
The final song is another one by White Trash and another Ray Charles inspiration. Ed cleverly turns this one into a (boy-girl) duet.
The vocal interplay (Vaneese Thomas and Rob Paparozzi) is full of personality and makes this one so much fun. I love hearing our
"Trash" arrangements expanded to the whole big band experience. This is the perfect ending to an exotic and exciting journey. Now,
we've come full circle. And just as I said in the beginning –You can never go wrong with the Blues!
In closing, I want to thank Ed once again for this astounding and unexpected tribute. It's almost like a book. My story – a biographical
acknowledgment, but in music rather than words. Thank you, Ed, for this unique and unusual gift. I am so touched! Continue
exploring, expanding, and doing what you're doing. You are on a worthwhile path. Keep up the great work.
Peace and love,
Edgar Winter
– September 2021

I’VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU: THE MUSIC OF EDGAR WINTER
track listing
1. I HATE EVERYBODY (Johnny Winter) 2:10
2. TOBACCO ROAD (John D. Loudermilk) 4:24
3. PEACE PIPE (Edgar Winter) 5:30
4. ALL OUT (Edgar Winter) 3:16
5. A DIFFERENT GAME 4:01
6. DYIN' TO LIVE (Edgar Winter) 3:56
7. JUMP RIGHT OUT 4:03
8. ENTRANCE 3:46
9. WHERE HAVE YOU GONE 2:39
10. RISE TO FALL 3:35
11. FIRE AND ICE 7:02
12. HUNG UP 3:40
13. BACK IN THE BLUES (Edgar Winter) 2:27
14. RE-ENTRANCE 2:30
15. YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE (Jimmie Davis and Charles Mitchell) 1:52
16. I’VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU (Roy Alfred) 3:46
All songs written by Edgar and Johnny Winter except where noted.
Personnel Appearing on I’ve Got News For You: The Music of Edgar Winter
ED PALERMO - arranger / conductor
THE ED PALERMO BIG BAND
CLIFF LYONS - alto sax, clarinet
PHIL CHESTER - alto sax, flute
BILL STRAUB - tenor sax, clarinet
BEN KONO - tenor sax, flute, oboe
BARBARA CIFELLI - baritone sax
RONNIE BUTTACAVOLI - lead trumpet
JOHN BAILEY - trumpet
STEVE JANKOWSKI - trumpet
CHARLEY GORDON - lead trombone
MIKE BOSCHEN - trombone
MATT INGMAN - bass trombone
BOB QUARANTA - piano
TED KOOSHIAN - electric keyboards
PAUL ADAMY - electric bass
RAY MARCHICA - drums

Featured guest artists
ROBBEN FORD - electric guitar
KIM DAVIS - vocals
KATIE JACOBY - violin
VANEESE THOMAS - vocals
DEB LYONS - vocals
KEITH ANTHONY FLUITT - vocals
CHRISSI POLAND - vocals
ROB PAPAROZZI - vocals
JIMMY LEAHEY - electric guitar
CARLOS MURGUÍA - vocals

Soloists:
I HATE EVERYBODY - Carlos Murguía, vocals; Jimmy Leahey, guitar; Ed Palermo, alto sax
TOBACCO ROAD - Kim Davis, vocals; Robben Ford, guitar
PEACE PIPE - Barbara Cifelli, baritone sax; Ted Kooshian, organ
ALL OUT - Ed Palermo, alto sax
A DIFFERENT GAME - Chrissi Poland, vocals; Katie Jacoby, violin
DYIN' TO LIVE - Keith Anthony Fluitt, vocals
JUMP RIGHT OUT - Kim Davis, vocals; Ed Palermo, alto sax
ENTRANCE - Deb Lyons, vocals
WHERE HAVE YOU GONE - Keith Anthony Fluitt, vocals
RISE TO FALL - Chrissi Poland, vocals
FIRE AND ICE - Chrissi Poland, vocals; Ed Palermo, alto sax; Bob Quaranta, piano
HUNG UP - Keith Anthony Fluitt, vocals
BACK IN THE BLUES - Kim Davis, vocals; Ed Palermo, alto sax
RE-ENTRANCE - Deb Lyons, vocals
YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE - Vaneese Thomas, vocals
I’VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU - Vaneese Thomas, vocals; Rob Paparozzi, vocals; Katie Jacoby, violin
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